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Test Pilot: Freeplay & Centering

This position is the forward end of the freeplay band. The freeplay band is the difference between the aft and forward ends. 6. Repeat the test for left, then right ... 
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IN SEPTEMBER'S "TEStMoT" WE introduced flying qualities and described the concepts of stability and control from two perspectives—in terms of design goals and how they affect you when you're flying your airplane. After integrating these number-based airplane characteristics with pilot opinion, we called the result handling qualities, the focus of which is how your airplane feels to you when performing piloting tasks. We also touched briefly on the
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Freeplay & Centering Flight control characteristics that



affect pilot workload ED KOLANO



front of you so your forearms form a straight line parallel to your chest. You're now simulating a portion of the longitudinal flight control syspilot-airplane interface—the physi- tem, with your right elbow pointing cal connection between you and toward the stick and your left elbow your plane. This included the con- pointing toward the elevator. Simutrol stick/yoke, rudder pedals, late forward and aft stick displaceswitches, knobs, instruments, and ment by moving your right arm to cockpit environment. This month the right and left. Depending on the we'll explore two aspects of the size of the circle your thumb and inphysical connection through the dex finger create, your right arm stick and pedals known as flight moves an inch or so before the fincontrol freeplay and centering char- ger-link takes up the free space and pushes or pulls your left arm. This is acteristics. control system freeplay. In an airplane control freeplay Freeplay Touch the tips of your index fin- usually comes from "slop" in the ger and thumb to form an OK sign control system. Worn rod ends, loose (turkey beak for you shadow pup- cables, elongated bellcrank holes, peteers). Do the same with your and a variety of other loose connecother hand, but have your index fin- tions can allow one component to ger and thumb meet within the cir- move a short distance before it cle of the first hand, forming a chain- moves the one connected to it. The like link. Now hold your arms in more linkage connections there are, 112
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the more opportunities there are for tiny gaps, and they combine. The freeplay band is a range of positions within which you



can move the cockpit controls without changing the a i r plane's pitch, roll, or yaw. Freeplay is always described as a band because pilots usually don't know where in the band the control system is. If the control is at the forward end of the freeplay band, moving the stick farther forward instantly deflects the elevator trailing-edge-down. To deflect the elevator trailing-edge-up, you have to move the stick all the way through the freeplay band before the elevator will deflect. If the control is somewhere in the middle of the band, you have to move it through the remaining portion of the band before the elevator will deflect. Precisely flying an airplane with an appreciable freeplay band is difficult, and with a decrease in precision comes an increase in pilot workload. For example, in formation flight pilots constantly make small adjustments to stay in position. If the control system freeplay exists, pilots must continually experiment with stick position within the band to make the desired adjustments, a tir-



ing increase in their workload.



Freeplay exists only near the control's trimmed or hands-free position. Once you deflect the control surface, you're pulling the stick in one direction and the air load on the deflected control surface is pulling in the opposite direction. In airplanes with an annoying freeplay band, some pilots intentionally fly slightly out of trim, which essentially removes the "slack" from the control system. If they trim a bit nose down, they must maintain a bit of back stick and can make small elevator deflections without having to traverse the freeplay band. The U.S. Navy's Blue Angels used this trick when they flew the A-4 Skyhawk, and it's hard to argue with their results. Freeplay does not involve control forces. When you move the stick within the freeplay band, the stick force changes. As you displace the stick, the force increases until it reaches the breakout force. The breakout force (the minimum force needed to make the airplane respond) is reached at the end of the freeplay band, where the control surface deflects and the airplane responds. Adding springs to your control system changes the force you feel, but springs won't do anything about the tiny gaps in the linkage and the freeplay they create. By the Numbers—Freeplay 1. Trim your airplane for hands-free flight at the condition of interest (i.e., level cruise or full-flaps final approach speed). 2. Watching your airplane's nose relative to the horizon, slowly increase your pull force on the stick. 3. When the nose begins to move upward, note the stick location. This position is the aft end of the freeplay band for the established flight condition. 4. As soon as the nose begins to move, relax your pull so you can maintain your test condition for the next test. If the plane has already begun to climb and decelerate, reestablish the test condition without adjusting the engine controls, configuration, or trim. 5. Repeat the test, but this time push on the stick until the nose begins to drop. Note the stick location. This position is the forward end of the freeplay band. The freeplay band is the difference between the aft and forward ends. 6. Repeat the test for left, then right stick, looking for the start of a roll rate. 7. Repeat the test for left, then right pedal, looking for the start of a yaw rate. You can make these measurements by securing a tape measure to the instrument panel or cockpit sidewall and holding the free end next to the stick with your nonflying hand. This might be overkill for your purposes. Visually noting the results of your freeplay tests might supply all the information you need. You can also perform the tests without watching the stick. Can you detect the



stick movement within the freeplay band by feel alone? If you detect this movement, especially when not specifically trying to, the freeplay band is probably hampering your flying precision. Even if you only notice the movement when specifically looking for it, the freeplay can still affect your flying. The cure for excessive freeplay is to minimize all those linkage gaps. This doesn't mean you should install overor undersized components, but you can replace worn components with new ones and make sure control cables have the recommended tension. Don't overtension the system; it reduces freeplay, but it adds control system friction, which introduces its own flight control and apparent stability complications. Centering When the airplane is trimmed, the stick/yoke and pedals are at specific locations. Absolute centering occurs when a displaced flight control returns to its exact predisplaced position. If the control returns to a position close to the exact position, it has positive centering. A flight control system with positive centering has a centering band or range of positions the control can occupy hands- or feet-free. When you initially trim the airplane, the stick could be anywhere in the centering band.
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Test Pilot Let's say the stick is at the forward end of the band when you're



trimmed for level flight. Using a reasonable bank angle, you change heading (without changing the power setting). During the turn it's likely you'll have to pull the stick back a little to maintain altitude. As you roll out and release this stick pull, the stick moves forward a bit. Now the stick is at the aft end of the centering band. If the longitudinal flight control (elevator) linkage has no freeplay and the stick is now in a different position, it means the elevator deflection is also different—and the airplane climbs. You didn't change the power or trim during your gentle turn, but the airplane is now out of trim because the stick did not center absolutely. To return to your original levelflight condition, you'll have to experiment by relocating the stick within the centering band. This can be annoying and sometimes timeconsuming because it's a trial-anderror process. You place the stick somewhere within the centering band and note whether or not this position results in level flight at the original airspeed. If not, you try another stick position. An improperly balanced control surface can cause nonabsolute centering in this case, but friction is the usual culprit. Too much friction prevents the displaced control from returning exactly to its predisplaced position, and it's up to the pilot to finish the job. Freeplay in the flight control linkage can also affect centering characteristics, depending on where in the control linkage the slop is and the location of other linkage components. For example, take an airplane with centering springs attached to its control stick, looseness in its elevator linkage, and a sticky elevator hinge. After deflecting the elevator, the stick returns to its centered position because the centering springs 114
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are doing their job. The elevator is not absolutely centered because of the hinge's friction and the linkage's looseness. To regain the originally trimmed position you'll have to experiment by nudging the stick. With each nudge, the elevator deflection changes slightly, but the stick returns to the same position, thanks to the springs.



We usually don't think about centering and freeplay bands; we just nudge and bump and tweak until the airplane is trimmed. If the springs are installed near the elevator and the linkage looseness is near the stick, the elevator may have absolute centering but the stick may not. In this case the stick centering band will be a range of positions within which there is no change in elevator deflection. In this airplane, when you release the back stick after making the same small heading change, the airplane would remain trimmed for level flight because the elevator returned absolutely to its level-flight trim condition. The stick's position depends on where it was in the centering band before the turn. It may be further aft than it was before the maneuver, and you probably wouldn't even notice the small change in stick position. Centering issues are just as valid for the ailerons and rudder. Positive, but not absolute, lateral stick/yoke or aileron centering can result in residual roll rates. Use the same trial-anderror technique to eliminate them. In the roll, however, you can see the



result of a stick nudge immediately. A poorly centering rudder will probably cause a tiny yaw rate leading to a small sideslip. Sideslip is when the relative wind comes from the left or right of the airplane's nose. If the airplane has a strong dihedral effect, even a small sideslip can couple into a roll away from the sideslip. If the sideslip angle is small enough, the pilot might interpret the roll as an aileron centering issue and try to correct it with lateral stick or yoke. You can see how this one might take a bit longer to sort out.



By the Numbers—Centering 1. Trim your airplane for handsfree flight at the condition of interest (i.e., level cruise or full-



flaps final approach speed). 2. Slowly pull the stick aft a little—an inch should be plenty— and slowly relax your pull. Note the stick position. This is the aft end of the centering band. 3. Slowly push the stick forward a little, and slowly relax your push. Note the stick position. This is the forward end of the centering band. 4. The centering band is the difference between the aft and forward ends. 5. Repeat the test for left, then right stick. 6. Repeat the test for left, then right pedal. You can use the tape measure technique described for freeplay measurements, but again, this might not be necessary. For reasonably small centering bands, the important thing is the centering band size relative to the freeplay band. Freeplay & Centering Let's say the freeplay band is within the centering band. After you displace a cockpit control it returns to the edge of the centering band, but this position is outside the freeplay band. That means the control surface is not at its originally



trimmed deflection—and the airplane is out of trim. Depending on the control involved, the result will be a hands- or feet-free pitch, roll, or yaw rate. At this point you'll have to experiment with cockpit control positions until you find a position within the freeplay band. Things aren't quite as bad if the centering band is inside the freeplay band. In this case the cockpit control returns to a position within the freeplay band, so residual pitch, roll, or yaw rates should not occur. In both cases we're assuming the control surface returns exactly to its predeflected position when the cockpit control is within the freeplay band. Again, this depends on the location of flight control friction, looseness, springs, etc. While we'd all like absolute centering and no freeplay, we don't al-



ways get it, even when airplane assembly carefully follows the manufacturer's instructions. Fortunately, flying is a dynamic evolution. As pilots we do whatever it takes to achieve the result we want. We usually don't think about centering and freeplay bands, we just nudge and bump and tweak until the airplane is trimmed. And we do it again after every gust or turn or upset of any kind. We work continuously toward the desired altitude, airspeed, bank angle, or whatever flight condition parameters apply. That's the challenge of flying. Understanding the mechanisms of centering and freeplay can help us troubleshoot an apparent trim problem or relieve some frustration from less-than-desired flying precision. Once we know the source of the problem, it's



a lot easier to fix it or compensate for it. Either way, your flying becomes more enjoyable. Next month we'll take a break from performance and flying qualities flight testing techniques and talk about something equally significant—cockpit evaluations. We spend 100 percent of our flying time in this little room, so its fit and function have a dramatic influence on everything from comfort to how well we fly our airplanes. Whether you're shopping for your homebuilt project, already building one, or flying your finished project, a thorough cockpit evaluation can reveal some important issues you may not have considered. Editor's Note: While test pilot Ed Kolano is on sabbatical, we'll be reprinting some of his most popular columns from the past three years.
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Test Pilot: Climb Test Procedures 

cards brimming with numbers, it's time to transform them ... FPA Flight path angle. Figure 1 block is simply ... A persoiiali/ed membership card and EAA decals;.
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Test Pilot: Cockpit Evaluation 

... forces or an overly sensitive feel, which means small. 102 JUNE 2000 .... As you perform all these sug- gested evaluations individually, remember that this is ...
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Test Pilot: Finding Vx 

why we discarded it. This month "Test Pilot" will use the same raw data to determine the. RV-6A's maximum climb angle and the associated airspeedâ€”Vx. Figure ...
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Calibration 

... below 10,000 feet pressure altitude up to 200 knots. 102 MARCH 2001 ..... Send your comments and sug- gestions to Test Pilot, EAA Publica- tions, P.O. Box ...
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Test Pilot: Climb Performance 

Test Pilot. Climb. Performance. The best rate depends on power, and ... Visa/M.C., call (804) 353-1713. ... Contact us for more details, including prices, at.
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Test Pilot: Grading Glide 

O.O. Aircraft Company. Ohio offers ... Download our brochure at: www.rayallencompany.com. For more .... 2-Blade to 6-Blade designs available up to 2000 hp.
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Test Pilot: Climb Performance 

Repeat the test using different air- speeds. From the data you gather, you can determine which airspeed produces the best climb rate and what that rate is for ...
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Accuracy 

Repeat this process for the range of air- speeds your plane is capa- ble of flying, and you can create a table or plot of cal- ibrated versus observed air- speed.
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Test Pilot: Stability & Friction 

Repeat this until you map the airspeeds faster than the trim speed. Remember, you're not expanding your airplane's flight envelope dur- ing this test. Do not ...
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Calibration 

2. P. Vc = 0.369 x VG x. OAT + 273.15. 2026.12. Vc = 0.369 x 121.78 x. = 120.21 ... aircraft, like LANCAIR, GLASAIR, CIRRUS, EXPRESS, QUESTAIR, VAN's, VELOCITY, etc. 2-, 3-, 4-, 5- ... but you find yourself stabilized at 126 knots as you ap-.
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Accuracy 

Test Pilot. JANUARY'S "Ttsi PILOT" uis- cussed an airplane's vari- ... which is what we pilots read on the ..... data you call out over the intercom. A second crew ...
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Accuracy 

Repeat this process for the range of airspeeds your plane is ca- pable of flying, and you can create a table or plot of calibrated versus ob- served airspeed.
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Test Pilot: Climb Performance 

The sine of one angle of a right triangle is the ratio of the ... airplane's maximum climb angle depends on its Thrust, Drag, and ..... Major credit cards accepted.
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Calibration 

Service Center: MT-Propeller USA, Inc. 1180 Airport Terminal Drive. De Land, FL 32724. Tel: (386) 736-7762, Fax: (386) 736-7696 e-mail: [email protected].
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Test Pilot: Airspeeds 

pletely accurate. FAA airworthiness ... To do its job accurately, the static port must be ... efficient engine operation; giving you maximum time in the air. And ...
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Test Pilot: Airspeeds 

manometer, which applies air pres- sure to the airspeed indicator. The applied pressures correspond to ap- propriate airspeed readings, and the technician ...
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Test Pilot: Airspeeds 

static port. Because your airspeed indicator compares the pressure from the pitot .... If all these different airspeed cor- rections sound intimidating, take heart.
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Test Pilot: Airspeeds 

Jun 1, 2003 - 10,000 feet and more than 470 mph at 20,000 feet. Of course, if the quoted airspeed for this pressurized airplane is true airspeed at a pressure.
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Test Pilot: Sawtooth Climbs 

neuvers near your airplane's limit load factor can ... the repeated climbs and descents ... and VY airspeeds is one of the test's primary chores, and this means you ..... You'll know whether you ... In reality you can ignore this in most homebuilts.
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Test Pilot: Airspeed Accuracy 

accurate time hack by noting when your shadow passes the .... airplane's first test flight. Preview the course ... Give yourself plenty of room to turn around for the ...
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Test Pilot: Maneuvering Diagram 

structure, giving it an ultimate load factor of 5.7g. ... This is the ultimate load fac- tor line. ... plane at 1 1 7 knots or less ensures that it will .... loading to the left of the original stall line .... through Cirrus For DynCorp DUATS Windows
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Test Pilot: Sawtooth Climbs 

You repeat this until you've covered the entire range of possible climb airspeeds. If your airplane had a smoke system, the repeated climbs and descents.
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Test Pilot: Climb Performance 

Mar 8, 2003 - feet above the water, you'll have to climb. No matter how .... House & Air Show ... ly, it depends on T-D, which is called excess thrust. The ratio ...
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Test Pilot: Maneuvering Diagram 

Maneuvering. Diagram. Flying safely inside the V-n boundaries. ED KOLANO knots calibrated airspeed, and stalls, wings-level, at 60 knots. It's a home- built, but ...
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